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The VT Group is pleased to introduce Forte Interiors,
Design, Build as the newest member of its’ family. Based
in Jupiter, FL, Forte is a full-service interior design firm
with special focus on the luxury residential, commercial
and marine markets.
Bob Mormile, president and CEO of the VT Group
has guided his professional suite of design and graphics
companies to leadership positions in the very competitive
corporate branding, POP, packaging and signage industries. He has provided innovative and effective solutions
to his clients for over 30 years and is committed to supplying the exceptional service that clients require to flourish in today’s marketplace.
Bob’s widespread experience in design started with
graphics and progressed to design-build for in-store displays. As his interest in design and fabrication increased,
he committed to more challenging projects like the design and construction of two custom sport fishing yachts.
Managing the design of the luxurious interiors of these
yachts heightened his fascination with architecture. His
design skills and experience increased as he undertook
and completed other design-build-install projects for
corporations including transforming and updating audiovisual offices and conference rooms. Bob and his team
at the VT Group now design, fabricate and professionally install the custom cabinetry used to house audiovisual
equipment, as well as build high quality crafted wooden
furniture and speaker podiums. All of his passion and
expertise for creating beautiful interior spaces was easily
transferable to design and build projects in the residential
and commercial industries and culminated in the founding of Forte.

marine
Directing Forte in Jupiter are Andrew Mormile and
Nicholas Skidmore. Both are professional designers with
international educations and a broad range of project
management experience in the luxury interior design and
build industry.
Andrew studied abroad at the University of Sydney in
Australia and has collaborated with prestigious architects
in New York, Philadelphia and Palm Beach to design and
oversee the construction of luxury interiors on Florida’s
east coast. Andrew’s experience also extends to the marine industry where he began his career working alongside
top master craftsmen, naval architects and designers. He
learned how to manage the custom yacht construction
process, including the design, fabrication and installation
of exceptionally beautiful yacht interiors. Here Andrew
honed his skills and learned that the keys to success were
in the details of the design, precision of the fabrication
and skillful installation of the project.
Nick earned his master’s degree from Kent State’s College of Architecture & Environmental Design and studied
extensively at the Palazzo Dei Cerchi in Florence, Italy.
While in Italy, he gained a refined eminent appreciation
for Italian and European proportion, scale and architectural design tradition. Nick began his career in Chicago, designing for prominent architecture firms including
FitzGerald Associates Architects. His passion is producing original yet timeless designs in the high-end residential
and commercial sectors and his work reflects his international experience, utilizing inspiration from his projects in
the Middle East, China and Europe. Nick’s work has
been featured on HGTV, as well as collaborations in
Chicago Social Interiors, and Chicago Home & Garden.
Continued on page 2

Did you know that feng shui office design can increase your productivity and prosperity? It can also
reduce stress and help you to feel more confident
in your work. Feng shui is not as esoteric or mysterious as you might think. At its heart, it’s an incredibly
practical and wise way of arranging your belongings
within living and working spaces. With principles that
have been used over thousands of years, you can
arrange your office according to the ancient Chinese
discipline of feng shui. This system of space planning
techniques aims to balance the natural energy, or chi,
of a specific place. By removing blocks to the flow of
positive energy and eliminating elements that cause
stagnation and negativity, you can create a harmonious and productive feng shui office. Feeling stuck or
overwhelmed at work? Here are some simple, practical suggestions you can try – see what they do for
your work environment.
A comfortable, ergonomic desk chair is a key element in any pleasant office space. You can’t be
happy and productive at work if your chair doesn’t
support your body properly or causes stiffness and
soreness. Position your desk chair so that it faces the
door of your office, but at an angle. Facing away from
the door while you work is a symbolic act of turning
your back on opportunities that must make their way
in through the door. Getting into the actual physical
position of receptivity to prosperity is an energetic
cue to your emotional and spiritual nature. It reaffirms
your readiness and willingness to receive business
opportunities. Don’t place your chair directly in line
with the door, however; this places you in the path
of random negative energy from outside your office.
Sit in the corner of the office that is farthest from the
door. This serves several purposes. First, having a corner behind you provides the support of a “mountain”
structure at your back. Also, those entering your office to speak with you must cover a greater distance
to get to your desk. This places you in a powerful
position where you will naturally command more attention and greater respect, and you’ll also have the
advantage of being able to see the entire room at
a glance. An area rug under your desk designates
personal space, which will create a feeling of security
and ownership. Placing a small rug or doormat at the
entrance to your office also designates to someone
entering that he is entering your space.
Continued on page 3
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Forte’s philosophy that luxury is a balance of superior
quality, attention to detail and innovative design, guarantees clients an uncompromising high standard of personalized service. Team members work with clients in a
personal manner to create a culture for every stage of
their life. They push the boundaries of the trade with the
highest level of creativity and imagination to bring clients
the most authentic expression of their vision.
Forte is uniquely capable of adding creativity and design
sensitivity to any commercial application including the utilization of state of the art branding vehicles, custom millwork
and cabinetry. Corporate and institutional managers understand the value of smart design solutions in the interior
workspace. Utilization of space, along with décor that
includes wall treatments and furniture help establish and
reinforce an organization’s brand identity. Working closely
with its’ sister company Digital Impact, Forte utilizes the
most advanced print techniques available to deliver special
architectural features for walls, ceilings and partitions in lobbies, halls, lecture rooms, reception areas or offices.
Digital media becomes an artistic
expression with custom decorative
panels that make a statement and
deceive the most discriminating eye.

Forte’s services include Interior Architecture, Interior Design, Architectural Woodwork and Project Management.
Forte’s design approach balances original and timeless
design, producing interiors that reflect the individuality of
each client. They provide interior architecture and design
for the most distinguished homes, ranging from modern
penthouses to traditional Mediterranean villas. Offerings
include comprehensive kitchen, bath and closet designs,
custom cabinetry and fabrication, as well as furniture procurement and spatial planning.

Adding to the
allure, panels can
be coated with protective resin
to guard against
the elements,
making them
perfectly suitable for
outdoor
applications, or
wet areas such
as bathrooms.

High-end Veneer

WHAT’S NEW @ THE GROUP

Joe Stewart, an Eagle Scout candidate whose
project was profiled in last summer’s newsletter was awarded the Boy Scout’s most prestigious medal by the Garden State Council in
Millville, NJ in October. Congratulations Joe!
The website for the Group’s new company,
Forte Interiors, Design, Build has launched.
Visit www.forteinteriorsdesignbuild.com and
take a look. The Group is also rebuilding the
websites for its other member companies. VT
Graphics, Digital Impact and Ocean Design
will all unveil newly designed and improved
websites in the coming months.

Realizing
the need for
unique art that
is both durable
and attainable for
commercial, residential
and marine applications, Forte joined
forces with
Digital Impact to
create distinctive
applications
that cater to each
individual client.

Replicate
the look of
luxurious stone,
or customize your
panels with a high
resolution image or
corporate branding.

Back-lit Printed Acrylic

VT Graphics recently installed a major
upgrade to our Esko software platform. The
upgrade provides enhanced tools for prepress, quality control and workflow management and ensures VT remains on the cutting
edge of technology in the flexographic plate
making industry.
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Printed Aluminum Diebond

Distinctive Decor

The 2014 Cardboard Classic competition was held at Jack Frost
Mountain in the Poconos on Friday, March 7th. The event sponsored by Philadelphia’s radio station WMMR and hosted by DJs
Preston and Steve requires contestants to adhere to a simple set of
guidelines. You must construct a sled no more than 7 feet wide,
with no height, length or weight restrictions, using only cardboard,
paper, tape, string and glue. Sleds can be entered into either the
“Design” or the “Fastest” categories. As it did last year, VT entered its sled in the design category along with over 100 other
contestants.
Following on the heels of last year’s exciting 2nd place finish with
its “Gilligan’s Island” entry, VT hoped to use the experience
gained to win the top prize this year. The design/build process for
the sled began in mid-October when wall posters soliciting ideas
for this year’s theme began to appear around the VT facilities.
Employees submitted over 20 ideas to CEO Bob Mormile for
consideration. Bob and his team of engineers and graphic specialists then narrowed the choices down to the top 3 themes that
offered the best design potential. A company-wide vote was held
on December 12th and the theme selected by employees was
“The Wizard of Oz”.
Sign up sheets were soon posted, volunteers signed up, committees began to form and cast characters were selected. Before long,
storyboards with structure and decorative designs were assembled
and displayed for all to view and comment on. Builders started
constructing the sled while other employees devised creative ways
to make marvelous decorations and accessories from various paper
products to depict the story line. Trees and cornstalks were fabricated using wrapping paper, colorful flowers were constructed
from paper coffee filters and biodegradable straws and leaves
were formed using scrapbook paper. Munchkin houses and Doro-

VT Group at the
Cardboard Classic

VT Group Waiting
for Good News

thy’s farmhouse were fabricated from corrugated paperboard. The
detailing was so precise that even the windows in the farmhouse
were made to slide open. Volunteers worked diligently after hours
and on weekends determined to recreate Munchkin Land, the
Yellow Brick Road and Emerald City on a 7-foot wide sled.
VT’s cast members and crew transported the 28’ sled to the Poconos Thursday evening in a large box truck in preparation for
the early start on Friday. The sled arrived at the venue at 5:30 am
and was off loaded onto the hay covered snowy surface where
it would sit for several hours while being evaluated by the judges
and enjoyed by the surrounding crowd. Although costumes are
not considered as part of the judging criteria, the VT team put
great effort into portraying the characters and the crowd loved it.
Bystanders couldn’t help but request photo ops with VT employees dressed like the Wizard, Dorothy, Tin Man, Lion, Scarecrow,
Witch and Flying Monkeys.
As midday approached, it was time to haul the sled to the top of
the slope for one of the final downhill runs of the day. The run
was perfect as the sled remained mostly intact and flew down to
the bottom of the hill with the entire crew onboard. When all
the sleds completed their runs, the results of the contest were
announced.
The VT Group’s “Wizard of Oz” sled succeeded in beating over
100 other entries and was awarded 1st prize for design. The judges
commented how much they were impressed by the creativity and
swayed by the enormous amount of detail in the construction of
the sled. Back in Yeadon, at the VT facilities, employees erupted
in shouts of joy as the results were announced live on the radio.
This was a great win for the whole VT team.
As was done last year, VT will be donating the cash prize to a
deserving charity.
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Pay attention to what is in your line of sight as you
sit at your desk.
If there’s a restroom or a cluttered closet directly
across from you, you’ll be easily drained and distracted. A picture with depth of perspective (such
as a winding river or road), hung at eye level, will
signify progress and forward movement to your unconscious mind. For your future goals, use symbolic
objects placed above eye level, like a tall, blooming
plant on top of a filing cabinet or bookshelf. Remind
yourself of the accomplishments that bring you pride
by displaying diplomas and awards prominently. Surround yourself with pictures of loved ones, colors that
inspire you and patterns that sing to you. Beauty is
always an effective motivator and mood-booster, and
it will have positive effects on you and the people
you work with.
Strive for balance in terms of the materials and colors
used in your office décor. For example, if the furniture, carpet, walls and accents are all dark and heavy,
energy is likely to stagnate and cause work flow to
bog down. If everything in your office is a neutral
color, watch out for boredom and lack of creativity.
A balance of textures, colors and materials is the best
way to create a dynamic and energizing décor. As
a general rule, furniture with more rounded edges is
best for those in creative careers, while those with
more mathematically oriented jobs are best served by
furniture with straighter lines and sharper corners.
Let there be light!
Light is a natural dispeller of dark, heavy energy.
Make sure there’s plenty of pleasant, glare-free light in
your office. It’s no secret that eye strain creates stress
and interferes with productivity, not to mention how
irritating and uncomfortable it can be. In addition to
your electric lighting, candles are excellent sources of
warm, organic light. A tall lamp that casts light upward
toward the ceiling can raise your morale and get you
noticed by your colleagues. Open the blinds and let
the sun shine in, and if you can, periodically open a
window to flush out stale air.
While it doesn’t require a time-consuming overhaul of
your entire office setup, creating a feng shui office is
as easy as trying out one or two of these suggestions
at a time. Give them a try with particular mindfulness,
focusing on what you hope to achieve in your work
life. As the benefits of your feng shui office begin to
manifest themselves due to just a few simple changes,
you’ll want to try them all!

